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Features in Analyzing and Locating Trajectories
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Abstract—Visual analysis is widely applied to study human
mobility due to the ability in integrating contextual information
from multiple data sources. Analyzing trajectory data through
visualization improves the efficiency and accuracy of the analysis,
yet may induce exposure of the location privacy. To balance
the location privacy and analysis effectiveness, this work focuses
on the behaviors of different geo-based contexts in the process
of trajectory interpretation. Three types of geo-based contexts
are identified after surveying 94 related literatures. We further
conduct experiments to investigate their capability by evaluating
how they benefit the analysis, and whether they lead to the
location privacy exposure. Finally, we report and discuss interesting findings, and provide guidelines to the design of privacypreserving analysis approaches for human periodic trajectories.
Index Terms—Periodic trajectory, location privacy, evaluation,
geo-based context.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, human trajectory analysis has received extensive attention because of its numerous practical application
scenarios [1], [2]. Urban sensors, such as smart phone applications, GPS navigators and surveillance cameras, keep track of
everyone’s movements. The collected trajectories are essential
in many fields including urban planning, recommendation
and so on. However, the risk of exposing location privacy
is always our major concern considering human trajectory
analysis, no matter the study targets are individuals or groups.
Once the locations of the visits, especially the periodic ones,
are detected, unscrupulous persons can accurately predict the
trajectories of specific individuals or groups, and threaten their
security or fraud their acquaintances. The location privacy is
indeed a serious issue [3].
Duckham and Kulik [4] summarize location privacypreserving approaches from the aspects of data acquisition and
data processing. Controlling data acquisition is to control the
sensitive location-based data uploaded to sensors. It is the most
fundamental and efficient way to address privacy problems, but
LBS (Location-Based Services) applications such as check-in
services usually require precise locations. The common approaches regarding data processing are data modification (e.g.
adding noise) and generalization [5] (e.g. data sampling). With
regard to the former, the design of data modification operations
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is confronted with a trade-off consideration between privacy
preservation and data utility [6]. As for data generalization, it
maintains aggregated data instead of raw data. Such aggregation leads to loss of abnormal movements, which will restrict
the scope of achievable analysis tasks. Besides, trajectories
of a small population may also cause potential safety hazard.
In some application scenarios, the individual trajectories are
exposed with no choice. For example, some drivers can learn
about the trajectory information of the passengers, who ask
for ridesharing.
Existing methods fail to satisfy the demand of analysis and
privacy preservation simultaneously. To solve this issue, we
turn our attention to the analysis process. Visual analysis,
as a universal approach, can facilitate analysts in exploring
information efficiently. Targeted at visualization, we seek
for a new perspective: geo-based contexts. While trajectories
depict human movements, geo-based contexts describe the
environments of the movements. The geo-based contexts are
undoubtedly very helpful in geospatial visualization so that
it is utilized in almost all location-based visual analytical
applications. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study
has ever researched the capability of the geo-based contexts
in exposing location privacy. Thus, we decide to focus on the
contribution of geo-based contexts to privacy exposure.
Varied features such as map, population density and POIs
can be employed by location-based applications to facilitate
exploration and understanding. However, specific choices are
probably limited by the design space, schemes of privacy
preservation and user preferences. As such, one immediate
question is: how to choose the appropriate features? In this
paper, we address the location privacy problem in trajectory
analysis by summarizing three types of geo-based contexts.
We build a trajectory analysis system to integrate the geobased contexts. Based on the system, we conduct a user study
to evaluate the capability of each context in both analysis and
privacy exposure. Furthermore, we discuss the results and give
guidelines for human periodic trajectory system design. The
contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
•

•
•
•

An innovative perspective that concerns both analysis and
privacy preservation of trajectory data, which is to focus
on the geo-based context;
A state-of-the-art report on three types of geo-based
features extracted from existed studies;
A user study that explores the ability of geo-based
features to facilitate analysts in analysis locating;
Guidelines to the design of human periodic trajectory
system with regard to location privacy preservation.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
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Our objective is to investigate various geo-based contexts
in trajectory analysis. In the process of the literature survey,
we first categorize the features and their usages, then generalize the analytical tasks and the privacy-preserving methods
respectively to understand the utility.

of trajectories, Andrienko et al. [14] analyzed the place-related
patterns through employing the synthesized approaches. However, only finding the patterns is not enough. Researchers
also care about the significance of the patterns, thus it is
necessary to not only characterize but also explain the patterns
we detected.

A. Geo-based Contexts

C. Location Privacy

Geo-based contexts mainly fall into three categories: geographical features, statistical features and semantic features.
A large number of studies employed the entire map as one
of supplementary information to facilitate analysis [7], [8]. The
maps can be displayed with different scales depending on the
level of details required in usage. For instance, at the national
or provincial scale, analysts have the abilities of observing
long distant travel trajectories [9] and analyzing from a macro
perspective [10]. In contrast, at a city or street level, analysts
are allowed to identify crossings and building blocks [11]. In
some studies [12], [13], maps are simplified as road networks.
It’s common that statistical features are overlaid on a map
as dots [14], [15], [16], small charts [17], [18] and colors [19],
[20], [21], [22]. In addition, statistical features can be visualized without the map. Tennekes and Jonge proposed a novel
approach to not only reveal both the density and the composition of distribution, but also to adapt to zoom level [23].
From the illustrations they provided, we can distinguish the
boundaries of building blocks based on statistical features
without map.
The semantic features are the most sophisticated one among
the three kinds of features. In accordance with twitter messages, Fuchs et al. [24] marked diverse personal places such
as home, work and transport with different color on map.
However, personal places have numerous categories, therefore
it is a great challenge to find a large number of different
colors or other visual channels that can be identified explicitly
from each other. General POIs have the similar problem with
personal places. Furthermore, because the specific POIs [25],
[26] and social media data [27], [28], [29] are uncountable,
they mostly appear in the form of text.

Individuals should have the right to control the extent of
personal location known by others [4]. Regrettably, in order
to enjoy the services, users have to allow their personal
location to be collected and retained by variety of locationbased services reluctantly [36]. When precise location is
peeped by malicious person, his or her personal safety may be
threatened [37]. It is necessary to lay emphasis on avoiding
the leakage of individual location privacy. Yang et al. [38]
proposed the urge of privacy preservation in the researches
about individual life patterns. Actually, the studies about group
pattern have the same urge as well in that outliers may expose
just as the individual. Analyzing trajectories without limitation
is an irresponsible behavior.
Massive researchers employed k-anonymity and other
data-precessing techniques to address this problem. Kanonymity [39] eliminated some of the characteristics of the
data to guarantee each “quasi-identifier” tuple occurs at least
k times so that k or more individuals are indistinguishable.
Somewhat similar to k-anonymity, data mining approaches
sacrificed a part of the utility of the datasets for a little
guarantee of privacy [40]. In addition to general data mining
approaches, Parent et al. [37] gave a new concept called
“sensitive stops”. They proposed a semantic location cloaking
paradigm for protection of sensitive information, such as
visiting hospitals. However, this method also removed some
data characteristics.

B. Location-based analysis
Zheng et al. [30] provided GeoLife to mine the correlation
between users and locations by building a user-location graph,
a location-location graph and a user-user graph based on
trajectories. The reason why they emphasized on the correlation between users and locations is that the correlation
between users and locations is one of the inferences bases for
both the location correlation [31] and user correlation. The
correlation between users and locations actually contains a
large amount of information. To some extent, such correlation
can reflect users’ hobbies, lifestyles [30] and the diverse
functions of locations, which are of great help to analyze
other two correlations. In the follow-up research, this issue was
extended to user-location-activity correlation [32] and widely
applied in many fields like recommendation [7].
Besides, plenty of studies focus on group pattern mining [33], [11], [34], [35]. After the spatio-temporal aggregation

D. Privacy Preservation and Visualization
Nowadays, visual analysis is a popular data analysis approach. As people increasingly desire privacy preservation,
combining visualization with privacy preservation is an inevitable trend. For example, Dasgupta and Kosara [40] proposed a privacy-preserving approach called “Screen-Space
Sanitization” for parallel coordinates. With their approach,
lines are blurred in different level based on k-anonymity so
that the specific values are indistinguishable within ranges.
In order to avoid location privacy disclosure from trajectory
heatmap, Oksanen et al. [41] presented a privacy-preserving
diversity method (ppDIV). Although their approach is superior
in some respects to privacy preserving kernel density estimation (ppKDE) and privacy-preserving user count calculation
(ppUCC), it may be ineffective in the areas with sparse
population. Besides, Chou et al. [42], [43] designed interactive
systems that allows users to process event sequence data
and graph data in a variety of methods. From a different
perspective, the visual approach [44] provided by Wang et
al. set its goal as find the best balance between privacy and
utility.
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III. BACKGROUND
We surveyed 94 related literatures that cover various research fields, including but not limited to geographical visualization, geospatial data mining, geographical information
system (GIS), urban computing and location privacy. Based
on the literatures we collected, we abstract an analysis task
and three representative features.
A. Analysis Task
Classifying analysis tasks is complex because different
literature generalize tasks from different perspectives. Task descriptions such as “recommendation”, “correlation”,“pattern”,
and “urban planning” have overlaps between each other.
Highlighting the tasks that may trigger privacy issues, we
abstract a fundamental task that appears in most analytical
processes: explaining the trajectory. For example, when the
specific task is to recommend restaurants to users, analysts
need to know which restaurants they or their friends have
visited. Therefore, to solve that question, it is necessary to
understand the information contained in the trajectory. Analyzing correlation of two individuals based on trajectories
need this process as well. Such correlation is reflected in
the overlap of their trajectories. To figure out which kind
of correlations they have, analysts need explore the overlap
trajectory. As for the observation of massive trajectories, the
analysts need to explain the significance beneath the pattern,
which is equivalent to the interpretation of a representative
trajectory actually.
Aiming at explaining the trajectory, analysts start with
characteristics of the trajectory. A trajectory contains a number
of stationary parts (stay in the same places for a long time), we
call them trajectory points. A sequence of trajectory points
divide an entire trajectory into several trajectory segments.
The trajectory segments next to a trajectory point are always
explained as the process to achieve the goals,which is related
to the trajectory points. For example, “students go to school
every weekday”, “patients go to see doctors”, “friends go
shopping”, and so on. The characteristics of the trajectories can
be replaced by inferring the user behavior at each trajectory
point. Hence, we specify the analysis task as explaining the
relationship between users and trajectory points.
B. Features
According to the literatures, a trajectory analytical system
usually contains one or more geo-based context features.
We find 16 kinds of auxiliary features from these systems,
including entire map, building blocks, vehicle information,
population distribution, social media information, POI data and
so on. Based on the characteristics of the data types (figure or
shape, numeric distribution, and texts), the features fall into
three categories:
Geographical features are the most common features because they convey the basic geospatial concept to analysts.
Tiled map data is the most common representation because
it contains the most landscapes of an area, including roads,
rivers, etc. Other features, such as district boundaries, road
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network and building blocks, are usually displayed at the
corresponding scales, depending on the level of details required for analysis. City boundaries and provincial roads serve
long-distance movements, while building blocks and street
roads help with movements within a small neighborhood.
What we care about is period daily trajectories. The range
of daily trajectories is often within a city, so we focus on the
city level. In practice, building blocks and road network are
complementary information because the blank space between
building blocks naturally form the shapes of road network.
Statistical features are the numeric distribution of measured objects such as population and temperature. In accordance with the specific tasks, a variety of statistical features
are applied in the analysis process. For instance, the distribution of visitors’ destinations reflects the most popular tourist
attractions. In addition, the periodical changes of population
over time indicate the major function hour of a region. The
function hour of industrial districts is usually in the day time
on weekdays, while that of residential districts is at night.
The recreational districts are bustling in the evening and on
weekends. However, statistical features are always collected
by fixed facilities. Each of them is in charge of a certain area,
so the granularity of this features may be great.
Semantic features, including POIs, social/news media, are
the textual contents describe the functions of the regions. The
extent of detail greatly affects the amount of information that
can be extracted from the semantic features. Social media
information [45] often includes long descriptions, which may
result in more privacy exposure. Precise POIs contain the
exact description of the place, which is a direct indication
of location. A movement describing someone staying in a
restaurant at 18:00 for about 15 minutes may indicate that
the target had dinner in a fast-food restaurant. Once we know
the name of the restaurant (based on the POIs), we are able to
locate the position and find the target directly. In a movementdescribing task, information like “having dinner at a fastfood restaurant” is sufficient to describe one’s behavior. Thus,
knowing the name of the restaurant would contribute nothing
but privacy disclosure. Besides, comparing with statistical
features, semantic features are more detailed.
IV. E XPERIMENT D ESIGN
We created a general analytical scenario for the user study.
The visual encodings of geo-based contexts are the most
widely adopted designs in the geographical analysis systems.
In this section, we introduce our user study from the aspects
of task, case and experiment process.
A. Task Design
Playing the role of detectives, participants were asked to
speculate on the life stories of the objects based on the
information obtained from the system. To be specific, they
were required to complete two tasks: to analyze the movement
behaviors according to the corresponding trajectories, and to
locate specific positions on the trajectories. The first task is
adopted from [27]. The participants were asked to infer what
the locations marked in our system mean to the trajectory
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owner. This task is about the correlation between a person
and a location, consisting two multiple-choice questions and
the participants would choose an answer from options, like
resting at home, night shift in the hospital, doing exercise in
the park, etc..
We provide five options include a correct answer, three
interference options, and an irrelevant option. To find appropriate interference options, we invite 21 participants to
a pilot. Each participant need complete three cases in turn,
using one feature at a time. In the pilot, participants are asked
to describe the correlation in their own word. Without the
limitation of options, they can give full play to imagination.
The wrong answers with the highest frequency corresponding
to each feature will be listed as the interference options of
the corresponding question in the formal experiment. Besides,
we randomly select an answer from all answers from other
questions as an irrelevant option. Thus, there are totally
six options, including the correct option, three interference
options, an irrelevant option and a “not sure”.
The first part concerns with the speculation on the life story
belonging to the trajectory owner, while in the second part, we
are interested in how the geographical features can expose the
real position of trajectories. The participants were asked to
answer the real positions of two locations farthest apart in the
trajectory by observing the entire real map. In this task, they
will play a police who wants to track an object. In order to
compensate for the lack of background knowledge, they can
see the entire city map with all three features here. However,
the trajectory is still shown with only one feature.
B. Case Design
We designed the three cases based on three principles: meet
the real situation; meet the common sense of participants; the
difficulty difference should be as small as possible. Besides,
the selections of the cases are representative trajectories that
cover individual diverse life styles. We created three roles
in the first attempt, which are a grandmother walking her
grandson school every weekday and going public square dance
every night, an office worker with a regular commuting life, a
nurse with night shifts and day shifts in different weekdays. All
these trajectories take place in the same city but with different
movement patterns (areas, time, etc). We chose the trajectory
point related to the most representative event of each case for
users to analyze.
The correct rate of the questions about office worker is much
higher than others. In addition, to our surprise, no one found
all correct answers of the case of grandmother. To balance
the difficulty, we decided to remove the case of office worker
and split the daily life of grandmother into two parts: going
exercise and walking a child school. These two parts will be
separated to create two characters: an elder going exercise and
a housewife walking a child school.
C. Experiment Process
We recruited 30 participants with ages ranging from 18-29 .
At the beginning of the experiment, we invited participants to
introduce themselves in at least two aspect, trajectory analysis
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experience and the familiarity with the target city. Among
them, 6 participants have the experience of trajectory analysis.
User information statistics.
We introduced the background of this user study before they
starting the process. Then, our experiment mainly consists of
a training phase and an experimental phase. We guided the
participants how to accomplish our tasks through two cases.
One is about the office worker, the other is about a tourist. In
the first training case, we helped participants to understand the
visual expression and showed them how to use the system. The
second training case is about a tourist who has gone varied
places, thus, participants can gain plenty of experience though
analyzing and locating this case. During training, all of the
geographical features are available while in each experimental
case only one of the three features is available to participants.
Then, the participants would be given an opportunity to get
trained with the system by attempting to complete the two
tasks based on the second training case. They were allowed to
ask any question in the experimental phase. When they were
sure to understand the entire process, they would enter the
next phase.
In the experimental phase, participants need to repeat the
process they have done in the second training case based on
three new cases. As indicated in Table I, we adopted a 3 × 3
Latin Square to bind the features to the cases, which avoids
the effect of sequence and the variance of the participants.
To match the Latin Square, our participants were divided
TABLE I
T HE C ASES AND F EATURES FOR THE T HREE PARTICIPANTS IN THE S AME
G ROUP

participant1
participant2
participant3

Case1

Case2

Case3

Road network
Heatmap
Point of interest

Heatmap
Point of interest
Road network

Point of interest
Road network
Heatmap

into groups of three, and each participants would take a row
of experiment conditions in the Latin Square. During the
experiment the participants wrote down their answers for each
question. Note that they must start locating after they complete
all analyzing tasks. Because they can get all information from
the real map when they locating, which is not allowed during
analyzing. Besides, to provide better participant experience
for locating, we used dual screen systems to display two
interfaces for trajectory range with one feature and entire real
map with all three features respectively. Our system would
help participants record the completion time for each task.
Next, participants would ask to evaluate three features
by ordering them. The evaluation involves three issues: 1)
This feature is useful when I analyze/locate; 2) It is easy
to analyze/locate with this feature; 3) I have confidence in
the result inferred with this feature. Finally, we interviewed
participants and recorded their findings and perspectives about:
1) the process of completing the questionnaire with each
feature.
2) more details explored from the trajectory.
The entire experimental process takes about one hour.
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D. Visual System
We designed and implemented a web-based system. We
used dual screen system to facilitate participants in locating
by comparing the geo-contexts to real map. Both of the screen
resolution are 1920*1080 pixels. The front end is developed
by AngularJS. The back end server is implemented by JAVA
and SpringMVC and deployed on a PC with Intel Core i56500 CPU, 16GB RAM, windows 10 (64bit). These settings
ensure that participants can perform tasks smoothly.
1) Data Description: The data provided for the experiment
consist of geo-based context data and trajectory data.
All of the geo-base context data are real data related to
a medium-sized city with a population of nine million. For
geographical data, we attained local road network data and
map tiles from OpenStreetMap. We also collected POI data as
semantic features. As is shown in Fig. 4 (a), the POI data has
12 categories such as transport, entertainment, and hospital.
Each category has several subcategories, such as Karaoke and
Leisure under the category of entertainment. The place name
that directly reveal the precise locations are discarded. In
addition, we employed population density data as statistical
features [see Fig. 4 (b)]. We aggregated both statistical features every two hours to explore their time-varying patterns.
Furthermore, the simulated trajectory data for experiment were
adapted from the real cases, which characterize three life
stories introduced in Section IV-B.

Heatmap

Point of Interest

(a)

Transport
Entertainment
Residential
Company
Education
Hospital
Culture
Tourist
Restaurant
Shopping
Sporting
Government

Population
Karaoke
Leisure
Theater
Cinema

(b)

00:00
02:00
04:00
06:00
08:00
10:00
12:00
14:00
16:00
18:00
20:00
22:00

-

02:00
04:00
06:00
08:00
10:00
12:00
14:00
16:00
18:00
20:00
22:00
24:00

2) System Design: Our experimental system consists of a
task list, a trajectory description panel, a feature selection
menu, and a main view. The task list shows participants how to
complete tasks in order as shown at the top of Fig. 4. When
they finish a task, they can submit the task here to switch
to the scene of the next one or take a break. System will
automatically record the completion time from participants
receiving tasks to they submitting them.
The main view has two different versions for analyzing
and locating, respectively. For the analyzing task, the main
view shows the trajectory (see Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
To avoid exposing redundant information, we restricted the
range and the scales of the display space to fit the scope of
trajectories. We applied a transformation of Dodeca-Rings [46]
to emphasize the important trajectory points. Because the
representation of trajectories is irrelevant to our user study,
we translated the trajectories into textual descriptions in the
trajectory description panel to simplify the learning process.
The trajectory description panel (see Table II) lists the movements of the object in the main view. The descriptions contain
the origins, destinations and the routes of the movements
or the long-stay position as well as the corresponding time.
Combining the trajectory on the map and the description,
participants can grasp the whereabouts of the objects in any
periods conveniently.
For the locating task, participants can see all the geo-based
context features (but not the trajectory) and the OpenStreetMap
of the entire city (see Fig. 5). Participants could see the exact
locations with longitude and latitude by click on the real map.
In the version of main view for analyzing, only one feature is
allowed, while for locating, all of them can be activated.

Start

Do Exercise 1

Do Exercise 2

Analyze Case 1

Analyze Case 2

Analyze Case 3

Locate Case 1

Trajectory Description

Locate Case 2

Locate Case 3

Finish

Periodic Trajectory

Fig. 1. A snapshot of the feature selection menu. (a) When the POI feature is
activated, participants can filter the POI labels on the main view as is shown
in Fig. 4. (b) The related population heatmap is shown in Fig. 3
Fig. 2. The main view for the analyzing task displays the case of the elder
with a geographical feature: road network.
TABLE II
T RAJECTORY D ESCRIPTION (T HE RELATED TRAJECTORY CAN BE FOUND
IN F IG . 3.)
Start Time

Trajectory Description
End Time
...
Thu 13:05
A(FGH)I
Thu 13:20
Thu 13:20
I
Thu 15:42
Thu 15:42
I(HGF)A
Thu 15:57
Thu 15:57
A
Fri 07:47
Fri 07:47
A(BCD)E
Fri 07:54
...
Frequent trajectory segments: A(BCD)E(DCB)A
Special trajectory segments: A(FGH)I(HGF)A

V. E VALUATION
We summarized the score and time consuming of 30 participants in the analyzing part and locating part respectively.
In this section, we introduce the detailed statistical results and
related analysis. Note that we removed an outlier (a completion
time of analyzing with heatmap), of which value is more than
three standard deviations (3SD) away from the mean.
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Start

Do Exercise 1

Do Exercise 2

Analyze Case 1

Analyze Case 2

Analyze Case 3

Locate Case 1

Locate Case 2

6

Locate Case 3

Finish

Trajectory Description

Periodic Trajectory

Fig. 3. The main view for the analyzing task displays the case of the nurse
with statistical features: population density data. The statistical features are
shown in the form of heatmap animation.

Start

Do Exercise 1

Do Exercise 2

Analyze Case 1

Analyze Case 2

Analyze Case 3

Locate Case 1

Locate Case 2

Locate Case 3

Finish

Periodic Trajectory
Trajectory Description

Fig. 4. The main view for the analyzing task displays the case of the
housewife with the semantic feature: POI. Only the semantic located within
one block along the trajectory route is displayed.

the case of nurse with night shift based on heatmap. They
thought the target might take a break at home or visit his/her
friends. Actually, the population fluctuation around a hospital
is different from a residential area in that numerous people
visit hospital in day time instead of night. This pattern is
indeed demonstrated in this case, but may be it has less ability
to convince participants. The analyzing error based on poi
mainly happens in the case of elder who going exercise in a
park. In this case, participants could only find a few POIs,
because the park is relatively capacious, moreover, the entire
park is labeled by only one marker rather than an area. Thus,
participants were unable to determine whether the target was in
the park or not. Compared with heatmap and POI, analyzing
with road network reflected similar correct rate in all three
cases.
The similar order also can be observed in the average
completion time of correct answers (see Fig. 6 (b)). Semantic
features like POI can provide specific explanation to locations.
As long as participants find the right POI, they can find the
answer with no hesitation. Exploring with other two features
can only reach vague conclusions, therefore, participants need
more time to scrutinize again and again. Furthermore, the
information contained in road network is more intuitive than
those in heatmap. Participants might take longer time to
understand heatmap during analyzing.
From ranking results, we found that the advantage of POI
is more obvious. Majority of participants rank POI in the first
place in all three aspects (usefulness, ease and confidence),
as shown in Fig. 6 (c). Especially for confidence, almost all
participants had the greatest confidence in the results analyzed
with POI. The ranking results indicate that there exists little
difference between heatmap and road network.
B. Position Locating

A. Trajectory Analysis
We only designed one question for each case. As is shown
in Fig. 6 (a), the correct rate of analyzing based on POI
is slightly better than road network and much better than
heatmap (χ(1) = 4.022, p = .0449 < .05). More than
a half participants miss the correct answer when analyzing

Fig. 5. The main view for the locating task. The entire map with all the
information that can be found in the road network, heatmap and POI features
are shown.

The criterion of locating is whether the error is greater than
the threshold, the approximate distance of a block 200 meters).
In addition, the range of trajectory may affect the accuracy
of location, so we multiplied the threshold with a coefficient
that is proportional to the trajectory range. Regarding position
locating, our participants were required to locate two trajectory points on the real map for each case. We chose two
locations instead of one because two points can determine
a plane coordinate system. Accordingly, their answers had
three results: two hits, one hit or no hit. The no hit situation
can be simply inferred as privacy preservation. The two hits
situation indicates privacy exposure because it determinately
define the map plane. We defined the one hit situation as
uncertain privacy exposure, which suggests a potential location
exposure.
It can be seen that the results of the two statistical method
are similar (see Fig. 7 (a)). By chi-square tests, we calculate
the correlation between features and the accuracy based on two
criteria: two hits and at least one hit. The feature employed is
proved to have significant effect on the accuracy based on the
results of both at least one hit (χ(2) = 20.09, p = .000 < .01)
and two hits (χ(2) = 21.11, p = .000 < .01). Then, we
calculated the test statistic of each two of the features (see
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Road network

7

Heatmap

POI

(a) Analyzing accuracy

0%

R
H
P

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

77%
60%
83%

(b) Analyzing time

R
H
P

0

1

2

4

3

(Minutes)

2.73
2.96
2.31

(c) Analyzing order score

0

25

Easy

50

75
87

33
30

Helpful

28
32

Conﬁdent

30

22

100

C. Interview

90
99

Fig. 6. Analyzing results statistics. a) The total accuracy of 30 results. b) We
calculated the 95% confidence intervals for completion time. c) We converted
the ranking results to the corresponding score (the first gets 100, the second
gets 50 and the third gets 0) and calculated the average.

TABLE III
T HE CHI - SQUARE TEST RESULTS OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN
FEATURES AND LOCATING ACCURACY. T HE TOP - RIGHT TRIANGLE AND
THE BOTTOM - LEFT ONE SHOW THE P - VALUE OF AT LEAST ONE HIT AND
TWO HITS , RESPECTIVELY. W E LABEL THE SIGNIFICANCE AT THE .01
LEVELS BY ∗ .
Road network
Road network
Heatmap
Poi

0.000
0.602

∗

Heatmap
0.000

∗

0.000

∗

Poi
1.000
0.000

the reason why they have almost as much ability as road
network. Compared to the POI, heatmap is relatively blurry
and sparse so that locating two position precisely is not so
easy.
Due to the low correct rate of locating by heatmap (only
two participants got two hits), it make little sense to analyze
its average completion time. As is shown in Fig. 7 (b),
participants take shorter time to locate based on road network
than POI. On the one hand, viewing multiple categories of
POI distribution requires interactions. On the other hand, POI
provides a wealth of information, which increases the difficulty
of identifying the patterns that can be collated to real locations.
Finally, we turn to the ranking evaluation. It indicates
the same assessment with correct rate and completion time.
Unsurprisingly, heatmap is considered to be the worst feature
in locating, and road network is slightly better than POI,
as shown in Fig. 7 (c). However, we noted a phenomenon
that three participants have most confidence on their locating
results based on POI, which is wrong unfortunately. Instead,
their results based on other features are correct. We think the
reason is that participants were misled by POI. For instance,
there may exist more than one shopping malls in a city. Most
shopping malls, taking up a large area and sharing similar POI
distribution characteristics, is hard to differentiate.

∗

Table III). It turns out that when locating with heatmap is
less accurate than POI data and road network separately,
while the accuracies of POI data and road network have
no significant difference. After locating one position, via the
continuity of the road network, most participants can locate
another one correctly. Although semantic features like POI are
discrete markers, they sometimes are dense or unique, that’s

Some interesting opinions are mentioned in the pilot, hence
we also summarize them in this section. In the interview,
some participants mentioned that they inferred some simple
information by observing the trajectory itself. For example,
the trajectory points with the longest residence time may
be home and the trajectory point with long residence time
in daytime may be work place. However, this idea is not
feasible to some unusual trajectories like the case of nurse
with night shift. About the second question, participants with
trajectory analysis experience are better at speculating the
entire stories. Besides, in the tips of POI, participants can
get more specific speculations. For the three features, they
expressed perspectives as follows:
Road network: One of the participants with trajectory
analysis experience said that he distinguished the main road
form small-scale road networks and identify the location of
the city center. Notwithstanding, such information does not
contribute to the completion of the analysis tasks. Some
participants without analyzing experience thought that it is
confused to interpret useful information from the outline of the
road network in the analysis process. About locating with road
networks, our participants expressed different opinions, which
is depending on the range of the object trajectory. Finding
the same small-scale road network from an entire map is like
fishing for a needle in the ocean, but the problem becomes
much easier as the range of the road network expands.
Heatmap: Some statistical features can only bring their
superiority into corresponding analysis tasks, however, the
extra information will assist more or less for locating the
position. However, for most of the participants, it is very
challenging to locate by heatmap. Because it is too sparse
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This paper focuses on a small topic: the role of three
categories geo-based features in analyzing trajectories and
identifying locations. We discuss four limitations of our work
and propose some guidelines to the privacy-preserving design
of trajectory visual analytical systems.
A. Limitations
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Fig. 7. Locating results statistics. a) The total accuracy of 30 results. b) We
calculated the 95% confidence intervals for completion time. c) We converted
the ranking results to the corresponding score (the first gets 100, the second
gets 50 and the third gets 0) and calculated the average.

in some areas, participants can hardly get useful information.
The dramatic changes shown in the heatmap is the main basis
of locating.
POI: Most participants agreed with the opinion that POI is
of great help to identify the behaviors. Rest of them reckoned
that massive POI data interfere their judgment in that they
can only check all the POIs nearby to analyze the trajectory.
Furthermore, POIs like restaurants are located throughout the
city, hence it is necessary to analyze with other information
like the time period of stay. Filtering out the irrelevant POI
may reduce the uncertainty of speculation, which leads to the
improvement of efficiency and accuracy. About locating, some
smart participants utilized the specific POI that have sparse
distribution. For instance, there are only two train station in
this city, if we find that the trajectory pass one of them,
locating is just a piece of cake.

Our trajectory analysis task do not cover all analytical scenarios. For some specific scenarios, some geo-based features
are essential. For instance, road network is indispensable in
traffic congestion analysis [47] and road planning [22]. The
analysts may even have access to the road names, which
reveal the exact locations. In such cases, privacy can only
be protected by data transformation like aggregation and
reduction. Also, POI data are inevitable in analyzing the
functions of a local neighborhood. One example usage of POI
is to distinguish the origins of noises in the city [48].
Different visualization and interaction designs expose information from different perspectives. POI data reflect two
attributes: location and type of places. In our system, we
emphasized the overall distributions of the selected POI types.
Alternatively, analysts can focus on all types of POIs within a
local area. The difference between the two approaches is that
the former exposes the relative locations between POIs and
trajectories, while the latter hinders the cognition of the entire
map.
We also found that capability of the features in analysis and
privacy exposure may differ from various trajectories. Locating
based on road network or heatmap takes a longer time for a
trajectory in a small area than that in a large area. Besides,
heatmap is better at assisting the analysis of ordinary periodic
trajectories (the office worker case) than abnormal trajectories
(the tourist case). For this issue, the results of POI have no
significant difference.
A visual analysis system usually contains more than one
geo-based features. Perhaps one feature alone can not produce
beneficial content. But the combination of multiple features
may generate new knowledge, which increases the risk of privacy leaks. To figure out the effectiveness of the combinations,
an extended study is required.
B. Guidelines
We get some enlightenments from the experimental results.
In this subsection, we share our findings in designing trajectory
analysis systems with the three features.
Remove the geographical features from the system if
they are irrelevant with the tasks. Although participants
have a relatively satisfying correct rate of analyzing, we
demonstrate in the Section IV that original road network is
beneficial for locating the two specific positions. Furthermore,
it provides the most confidence in locating and relatively less
confidence in analyzing. Thus, with road network, analysts
have a great opportunity to speculate the positions of the entire
trajectory. Some road network transformation approaches were
proposed, such as simplification [49] and segmentation [50].
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We are not sure about how such transformation approaches
contribute to location privacy preservation. Due to the limited
contribution, we recommend to remove irrelevant geographical
features directly. Suppose that analysts need to study modern
lifestyle, they need no knowledge about the specific street
names, but behavior summarization, like traveling.
Statistics features need more intuitive expressions. In
our experiment, heatmap exert tiny effect on both analyzing
and locating. Changes in data or tasks may generate different results. Nevertheless, the visual expression of dynamic
heatmap does hinder participants to understand the statistic
information. If what analysts concerned about are mainly a few
important trajectory points, then the system can only provide
them with statistics of the corresponding locations. By using
a set of locations, more visualization options are given. In
the meantime, the information redundancy is reduced, and
therefore the location privacy leakage is also avoided.
Simplified semantic features are favorable to trajectory
analysis. On the one hand, detailed semantic information,
such as the specific name of a restaurant and the event
happening at 10:00 AM on Monday, will expose the location
immediately. We reckon that generalizing the semantic features
to reduce the specificity of location can convey appropriate
information to analysts. For example, McDonald’s can be
generalized as a fast food restaurant, or even a restaurant.
Actually, anonymity approaches, like k-anonymity achieve the
individual privacy preservation by using the same idea. If
some semantic features are so significant that they can not
be generalized, analysts need to weigh between the risk of
location privacy exposure and the importance of this kind of
features to analysis. On the other hand, the distribution of
semantic features can also be abstracted. As illustrated in the
experimental results, semantic information is of conduciveness
to trajectory analysis. However, displaying too much locations
of semantic features may also cause privacy exposure. Many
participants located the two positions based on the distribution
of POIs. The unique arrangement of POI in an area can lead
to exact matches. In fact, during the analysis process, analysts
are not sure which POI is relevant to the behavior behind the
trajectory. In general, they can not avoid to check all POI
types near the trajectory points. Thus, we are more inclined
to summarize all the semantic features nearby together than
to label the locations individually in the entire region. For
instance, it could be described as “there are five restaurants,
one school and two companies nearby” so that others have
less chance to identify the specific locations.
Take features off the map as far as possible. No matter
what type of geo-based features appear on the map, there is
a risk of exposing location privacy. In accordance with the
interview, we found that the feature distribution patterns do
contribute to the location identification. Participants tend to
locate the real position by finding similar context pattern with
the real map. In order to avoid such situation, our advice is to
visualize information off the map. As noted above, the analysts
may have no needs to learn all features within the entire region.
Instead, they focus on one area a time.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
With the purpose of analyzing trajectory effectively without
privacy exposure, we present a new perspective to deal with the
privacy issue in geographical visual analysis systems, which
is to select geo-based contexts reasonably. We first classify
geo-based contexts into three features. We then evaluate their
contributions on assisting analysis and exposing privacy with
a user study. Finally, we summarize five guidelines based on
the results attained from the experiment.
For future work, we would like to separate the statistical
features and semantic features from the map. We will design
more user studies to verify the effectiveness; Moreover, we
will take more attention to the details of the analysis process
instead of the accuracy analysis.
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